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Stability Analysis of a Three-Ball
Automatic Balancer
Ball-type automatic balancers can effectively reduce the vibrations of optical disk drives
due to the inherent imbalance of the disk. Although the ball-type automatic balancer used
in practice consists of several balls moving along a circular orbit, few studies have
investigated the dynamic characteristics of ball-type balancers with more than two balls.
The aim of this paper is to study the dynamic characteristics of a three-ball automatic
balancer. Emphasis is put on the effects of the number of balls on the stability of the
perfect balancing positions—the equilibrium positions where the disk is perfectly bal-
anced. A theoretical model of an optical disk drive packed with a three-ball automatic
balancer is constructed first. The governing equations of the theoretical model are de-
rived using Lagrange’s equations. Closed-form formulas for the equilibrium positions are
presented. The stability of the perfect balancing positions is checked with the variations
for a pair of design parameters. Stable regions of the perfect balancing positions in the
parameter plane of a three-ball balancer are identified and compared with those of a
two-ball balancer. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2948415�
Introduction
Optical disk drives have been widely used for data storage. The

peed of the spindle has been brought up to 10,000 rpm to in-
rease the data transfer rate. At such a high rotational speed, the
ptical disk drive may suffer from serious vibrations due to the
ccentricity of the optical disk used. Since the imbalance varies
rom disk to disk, it is desirable to have an automatic balancer
ystem �ABS� equipped with an optical disk drive that can elimi-
ate the imbalance associated with each disk automatically. The
ost popular ABS adopted by optical disk drive industry is the

all-type ABS. A ball-type ABS consists of several balls moving
long a circular orbit. Under proper working conditions, the balls
ill settle at specific positions such that the vibration due to the

ccentric mass of the disk can be totally suppressed. These spe-
ific positions are referred to as the perfect balancing positions
enceforth. The performance of the ABS is closely related to the
tability of the perfect balancing positions.

Bövik and Högfors �1� analyzed the stability of the perfect bal-
ncing position of a two-ball balancer using the method of mul-
iple scales. Lee and Van Moorhem �2� studied the stability of the
quilibrium positions of a one-ball ABS using the Floquet theory.
ajalingham et al. �3� investigated the nonlinear system consisting
f an undamped rotor and a one-ball ABS. The stability of the
quilibrium position was determined by the corresponding linear-
zed system. Hwang and Chung �4� studied the dynamic charac-
eristics of a two-ball balancer with double races. Chung and Ro
5� and Kang et al. �6� investigated the stability of a two-ball ABS
omprehensively. The stability was checked with the variations
or a pair of design parameters. Kim and Chung �7� employed the
loquet theory to study the effects of the stiffness and damping of
ubber suspensions on the stability of the equilibrium positions.
uang et al. �8� investigated the performance of a one-ball ABS
n the radial vibration reduction of optical drives. Lu �9� analyti-
ally studied the stability of the equilibrium positions of a one-ball
alancer. The results indicated that at most one stable equilibrium
tate may exist at a rotating speed. Wang and Lu �10� proposed a
ew design of ball-type balancer that may increase the stable re-
ion of the perfect balancing position. Chung and Jang �11� con-
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sidered the effects of the flexibility of the shaft on the perfor-
mance of the ABS. The stability of the balanced equilibrium state
of a two-ball ABS was analyzed by perturbation methods. Kim et
al. �12� examined the dynamic behavior of a two-ball balancer
based on a three-dimensional model. Chao et al. �13,14� presented
a nonplanar model for a spindle-disk system with an ABS. Their
results indicated that the ABS can effectively reduce the tilting
angle as well as the level of radial vibration. Chao et al. �15�
evaluated the performance of a two-ball ABS with consideration
to the in-plane rotational motions. The effects of the nonlinearity
of the suspension washers on the performance of the automatic
balancer were examined in Ref. �16�. Rajalingham and Bhat �17�
and Green et al. �18� found that the system may settle to a periodic
attractor in addition to a balanced state. A nonlinear bifurcation
analysis of a two-ball balancer for rotating machines was con-
ducted by Green et al. �19�

Although the ball-type balancer currently used in practice con-
sists of more than two balls, much work has been done on the
dynamic characteristics of one-ball or two-ball balancers. In the
present paper, we study the stability of the perfect balancing po-
sitions of a rotating disk equipped with a three-ball ABS. The
nonlinear equations of motion are derived using Lagrange’s equa-
tions with respect to a corotating coordinate system. Closed-form
formulas for the equilibrium positions are derived. Stable regions
of the perfect balancing positions in a parametric plane are iden-
tified and compared with those of a two-ball balancer.

2 Mathematical Model and Governing Equations
The frictional force due to the relative motion between the balls

and the orbit plays an important role in determining the perfor-
mance of the ABS. Three different models of frictional force on
the balls have been employed in the literature: �1� viscous damp-
ing force �1,2,4,5,7,9,11–14,17–19�, �2� dry friction �20,21�, and
�3� rolling friction �6,8,13,15,16,22�. The major difference be-
tween these models is that �1� has no effects on the equilibrium
positions while �2� and �3� can prevent the balls from settling at
the desired balancing positions. When the frictional force is small,
analytical studies show that these three models result in similar
qualitative behaviors in the steady state. Moreover, experimental
results conducted with optical disk drives agree well with the
analytical predictions based on the viscous damping model
�2,8,14�. These results imply that the viscous damping model not
only greatly simplifies the analysis work but also provides useful

insights for the dynamical characteristics of ball-type balancers
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sed in practice. Therefore the viscous damping model is em-
loyed in this work to account for the energy dissipation due to
he frictional force between the balls and the orbit.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the ABS-rotor system and the
orotating reference frame. The ABS is composed of a circular
isk with a groove containing balls and a damping fluid whose
amping constant is CB. The balls, each of mass mb, move freely
long the groove, subjected to viscous damping only. The radius
f the groove is d. The product of mb and d is the amount of
mbalance caused by a single ball. For simplicity, mbd is referred
o as the imbalance of a single ball hereafter. The rotor consists of
n unbalanced rotating disk and the suspension system. The disk
f mass md rotates with a constant angular velocity �. The mass
enter G of the disk is located at a distance e from the disk’s
eometric center C. Therefore, the amount of imbalance of the
isk is mde. The flexibility of the suspension system is character-
zed by equivalent linear springs and viscous dampers, denoted by
kx ,ky� and �cx ,cy�, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that

x=ky =K and cx=cy =C.
The governing equations of an ABS with an arbitrary number of

alls have been derived in Refs. �2,5,17,19� and expressed in dif-
erent dimensionless forms. For the sake of completeness, the
erivation of the equations of motion is described briefly below.

The xy-reference frame rotates about a fixed point O with the
ame speed as the disk. When the disk is at rest, the geometric
enter C of the disk coincides with O at which the supporting
prings are undeformed. The position of C is defined by the coor-
inates �x ,y� with respect to the corotating frame. The position of
he ith ball is given by the angle �i relative to the mass center G.
he reason for the choice of this corotating frame is that the
quations of motion expressed in this frame are autonomous.

The equations of motion are derived from Lagrange’s equations
iven by

d

dt
� �T

�q̇k
� −

�T

�qk
+

�V

�qk
+

�R

�q̇k

= 0 �1�

here T is the kinetic energy, V the potential energy, R Rayleigh’s
issipation function, and qk the generalized coordinates. The ki-
etic energy can be expressed as

T =
1

2
J�2 +

1

2
M�ẋ2 + ẏ2 + 2�xẏ − 2�ẋy + �2x2 + �2y2�

+
1

2
md�2�eẏ + 2�2ex + �2e2� +

1

2
mb�

i=1

3

�d2��̇i + ��2

− 2d��̇i + ���ẋ − �y�sin �i + 2d��̇i + ���ẏ + �x�cos �i�

x

O

y

� t

cyky

cx

kx

C

e

disk

�i

G
d

ball

ig. 1 Schematic of the ABS-rotor system and corotating ref-
rence frame
�2�
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where J is the moment of inertia of the equivalent rotor and M
indicates the total mass of the system. The potential energy is
given by

V = 1
2K�x2 + y2� �3�

Rayleigh’s dissipation function can be represented by

R =
1

2
C�x2 + y2 − 2�ẋy + 2�xẏ + �2x2 + �2y2� +

1

2
CBd2�

i=1

3

�̇i
2

�4�

The substitution of Eqs. �2�–�4� into Eq. �1� yields the nonlinear
equations of motion as follows:

Mẍ − 2M�ẏ + Cẋ + �K − M�2�x − C�y

− mbd�
i=1

3

��̈i sin �i + ��̇i + ��2 cos �i� = mde�2 �5�

Mÿ + 2M�ẋ + Cẏ + �K − M�2�y + C�x

+ mbd�
i=1

3

��̈i cos �i − ��̇i + ��2 sin �i� = 0 �6�

mbd2�̈i + CBd2�̇i + mbd�ÿ cos �i + 2�ẏ sin �i − �2y cos �i�

− mbd�ẍ sin �i − 2�ẋ cos �i − �2x sin �i� = 0, i = 1,2,3

�7�

In order to simplify the subsequent analysis, we introduce the
following dimensionless variables:

x* = x/e, y* = y/e, � = d/e, t* = t�n

where �n=�K /M indicates the undamped natural frequency of
the system when the disk is not rotating. The equations of motion
in terms of the dimensionless variables defined above can be writ-
ten in matrix form as

Mq� + �C + G�q� + g + f = 0 �8�

where q= �x*,y*,�1 ,�2 ,�3�T, � �� indicates differentiation with
respect to t*, and

M = 	
1 0 − �� sin �1 − �� sin �2 − �� sin �3

0 1 �� cos �1 �� cos �2 �� cos �3

− �� sin �1 �� cos �1 ��� 0 0

− �� sin �2 �� cos �2 0 ��� 0

− �� sin �3 �� cos �3 0 0 ���



C = 	
2� 0 0 0 0

0 2� 0 0 0

0 0 2�B��� 0 0

0 0 0 2�B��� 0

0 0 0 0 2�B���



G = 2�	
0 − 1 − �� cos �1 − �� cos �2 − �� cos �3

1 0 − �� sin �1 − �� sin �2 − �� sin �3

�� cos �1 �� sin �1 0 0 0

�� cos �2 �� sin �2 0 0 0

�� cos �3 �� sin �3 0 0 0
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f = 	
�1 − �2�x* − 2��y* − ���2�

i=1

3

cos �i − ��2

2��x* + �1 − �2�y* − ���2�
i=1

3

sin �i

���2�x*sin �1 − y*cos �1�

���2�x*sin �2 − y*cos �2�

���2�x*sin �3 − y*cos �3�



g = 	

− ���
i=1

3

��i��
2 cos �i

− ���
i=1

3

��i��
2 sin �i

0

0

0



n which

� =
mbd

mde
, � =

�

�n
, � =

C

2M�n
, � =

md

M
, �B =

C

2mb�n

�9�

t is worth noting that � is the ratio of the imbalance of a single
all to that of the disk.

Equilibrium Positions
The first step in analyzing a nonlinear system is to determine

he equilibrium positions. Setting q�, q�, and g in Eq. �8� to zero,

he location of the equilibrium position q̃= �x̃ , ỹ , �̃1 , �̃2 , �̃3�T is
iven by f�q̃�=0. This set of equations can be expressed explicitly
s

�1 − �2�x̃ − 2��ỹ − ���2�cos �̃1 + cos �̃2 + cos �̃3� = ��2

�10�

2��x̃ + �1 − �2�ỹ − ���2�sin �̃1 + sin �̃2 + sin �̃3� = 0 �11�

x̃ sin �̃i − ỹ cos �̃i = 0, i = 1,2,3 �12�

To solve Eqs. �10�–�12�, we introduce the polar coordinates x̃

r̃ cos 	̃ and ỹ= r̃ sin 	̃ and rewrite Eq. �12� as

r̃ sin��̃i − 	̃� = 0, i = 1,2,3 �13�

he above equations require that sin��̃i− 	̃�=0 or r̃=0. The equi-
ibrium positions associated with these two conditions are referred

o as the unbalanced equilibrium positions �sin��̃i− 	̃�=0� and
erfect balancing positions �r̃=0�. If the balls are indistinguish-
ble, the unbalanced equilibrium positions can be further divided

nto four cases: �i� �̃1= �̃2= �̃3= 	̃, �ii� �̃1= �̃2= �̃3= 	̃+
, �iii� �̃1

	̃+
, �̃2= �̃3= 	̃, and �iv� �̃1= 	̃ , �̃2= �̃3= 	̃+
. Including the so-
ution �v� r̃=0, there are totally five different cases of solutions to
q. �13�. Cases �i� and �ii� are equivalent to a single ball with

ass 3mb located at �̃= 	̃ and �̃= 	̃+
, respectively. Similarly,
ases �iii� and �iv� are equivalent to a single ball with mass mb

ocated at �̃= 	̃ and �̃= 	̃+
, respectively. Consequently, the equi-
ibrium positions of cases �i�–�iv� can be determined from the
ormulas for the equilibrium positions of a one-ball balancer by
ubstituting appropriate values to the imbalance. Since the equi-
ibrium positions for a one-ball balancer have been analyzed com-

rehensively, the detailed algebraic process for determining the

ournal of Vibration and Acoustics
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equilibrium positions for cases �i�–�iv� is omitted. Only the results
are listed below.

�i� �̃1= �̃2= �̃3= 	̃. The two solutions for r̃ are referred to as r̃11
and r̃12 and expressed as

� r̃11

r̃12
� = K�3��1 − �2� � �D� �14�

where

K =
��2

�1 − �2�2 + 4�2�2 �15�

and

D = �1 − �2�2 + 4�1 − 9�2��2�2 �16�

The corresponding 	̃ is determined by

	̃ = tan−1 − 2��r̃

�1 − �2�r̃ − 3���2 �17�

�ii� �̃1= �̃2= �̃3= 	̃+
. The two solutions for r̃ are denoted by
r̃21 and r̃22 and expressed as

� r̃21

r̃22
� = K�− 3��1 − �2� � �D� �18�

where K and D are defined by Eqs. �15� and �16�, respec-

tively. The corresponding 	̃ is determined by

	̃ = tan−1 − 2��r̃

�1 − �2�r̃ + 3���2 �19�

�iii� �̃1= 	̃+
, �̃2= �̃3= 	̃. The two solutions for r̃ are

� r̃31

r̃32
� = K���1 − �2� � �D�� �20�

where K is defined by Eq. �15� and

D� = �1 − �2�2 + 4�1 − �2��2�2 �21�

The corresponding 	̃ is determined by

	̃ = tan−1 − 2��r̃

�1 − �2�r̃ − ���2 �22�

�iv� �̃1= 	̃, �̃2= �̃3= 	̃+
. The two solutions for r̃ are

� r̃41

r̃42
� = K�− ��1 − �2� � �D�� �23�

where K and D� are defined by Eqs. �15� and �21�, respec-

tively. The corresponding 	̃ is determined by

	̃ = tan−1 − 2��r̃

�1 − �2�r̃ + ���2 �24�

In the above four cases, the effects of the three balls are

equivalent to a single ball with proper mass located at �̃eq.

Hereafter, the value of �̃eq associated with r̃ij is denoted by

�̃ij and is used to identify the equilibrium positions of the
three balls. For example, when r̃= r̃3j, the system is equiva-

lent to a single ball with mass mb located at �̃3j = 	̃, where

	̃ is determined by substituting r̃3j into Eq. �22�. In this

case, more specifically, two balls stick together at �̃= �̃3j

while the other ball is located at �̃= �̃3j +
. Similarly,

when r̃= r̃4j, one ball is located at �̃= 	̃ while the other two
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
balls stick together at �=�4j =	+
, where 	 is determined
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by substituting r̃4j into Eq. �24�. Then we study the equi-
librium positions associated with case �v�, r̃=0, in detail.

�v� r̃=0. In this case the system is perfectly balanced and has
no residual vibration. Substituting x̃= ỹ=0 into Eqs. �10�
and �11� yields

cos �̃1 + cos �̃2 + cos �̃3 = − 1/� �25�

sin �̃1 + sin �̃2 + sin �̃3 = 0 �26�

he positions of the three balls cannot be determined uniquely
rom these two equations. However, if the position of one of the

alls is given, say, �̃3, the positions of the other two balls, �̃1 and

2, can be expressed in terms of �̃3. When the position of the third
all is specified, the system can be treated as a “new disk” packed
ith a two-ball balancer, where the new disk is composed of the
riginal disk and the third ball. Since the perfect balancing posi-
ions of a disk packed with a two-ball balancer have been studied
horoughly, all we need to do is to determine the imbalance of the
ew disk and then substitute appropriate values of the imbalance
atio into the formulas for the equilibrium positions of a two-ball
alancer. Let rG and rB3 indicate the position vectors of the mass
enter of the original disk and the third ball, respectively. With

espect to the corotating reference frame, rG=eî and rB3

d�cos �̃3î+sin �̃3ĵ�. The position vector rG� of the center of
ass of the new disk can be expressed as

rG� =
1

md + mb
�mbrB3 + mdrG� = e��cos �î + sin �ĵ� �27�

here

e� =
mde

mb + md

��2 + 2� cos �̃3 + 1 �28�

nd

� = tan−1� � sin �̃3

� cos �̃3 + 1
� �29�

hus the imbalance ratio of the new disk is given by

�� =
mbd

�mb + md�e�
�30�

t is well known that for a two-ball balancer, perfect balancing is
ossible only if the imbalance ratio is no less than 0.5. Conse-
uently, for the new disk to be perfectly balanced,

�� =
mbd

�mb + md�e�


1

2
�31�

y substituting Eq. �28� into Eq. �31� and rearranging terms, we
btain the condition for perfect balancing for the three-ball bal-
ncer as

cos �̃3 � A��� =
3�2 − 1

2�
�32�

ased on this result, we can determine the restriction on � for

erfect balancing and the corresponding range of �̃3. By noticing
hat A��� is strictly increasing for ��0 and using the facts
�1 /3�=−1, A�1 /�3�=0, and A�1�=1, we have the following re-
ults.

�1� For ��1 /3, A����−1. In this case, the total imbalance of
the three balls is less than that of the disk. Hence perfect
balancing is impossible.

�2� For 1 /3���1, −1�A����1. From Eq. �32�, −1
˜ ˜
�cos �3�A���. Hence, �3 must lie in the range

51008-4 / Vol. 130, OCTOBER 2008
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��*,2
 − �*�, where �* = cos−1 A��� �33�
Since the balls are indistinguishable, all three balls must lie
in this range.

�3� For ��1, A����1. As a result, there is no restriction on
the position of the balls.

The above discussion indicates that for �1 /3, perfect balanc-
ing is possible. In this case, it is not difficult to show that the

positions of the other two balls can be expressed in terms of �̃3 as

�̃1 = 
 − cos−1���2 + 2� cos �̃3 + 1

2�
� + tan−1� � sin �̃3

� cos �̃3 + 1
�
�34�

�̃2 = 
 + cos−1���2 + 2� cos �̃3 + 1

2�
� + tan−1� � sin �̃3

� cos �̃3 + 1
�

In summary, the system is perfectly balanced if �̃1 and �̃2 are

given by Eq. �34� and �̃3 lies in the range

��*,2
 − �*� �35�
where

�* = cos−1�3�2 − 1

2�
� ,

1

3
� � � 1

0, 1 � �
� �36�

4 Stability Analysis
The stability of an equilibrium position can be determined by

the eigenvalues of the associated linearized system if all the ei-
genvalues have negative real parts or if at least one of the eigen-
values has a positive real part. The linearization fails when the
linearized system has some eigenvalues with zero real parts and
no eigenvalues with positive real parts. For unbalanced equilib-
rium positions, i.e., r̃�0, none of the eigenvalues have zero real
part. In this case, the stability of the equilibrium position can be
determined using the Routh criterion. For perfect balancing posi-
tions, by contrast, there may exist eigenvalues with zero real parts.
Figure 2 is a typical result of a three-ball balancer showing the
variation of the real parts of the eigenvalues of a perfect balancing
position with the rotational speed. As can be seen from the figure,
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Fig. 2 Variation of the real parts of eigenvalues with the rota-
tional speed for a perfect balancing position of a three-ball bal-
ancer with �=0.4
when the rotational speed is lower than about 1.51, one eigenvalue
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as a positive real part. Hence, the perfect balancing position is
nstable for ��1.51. On the other hand, when the rotational
peed is higher than 1.51, one eigenvalue is zero while the other
igenvalues have negative real parts. Since none of the eigenval-
es in this speed range has a positive real part, the stability of the
erfect balancing position cannot be determined from the linear-
zed system. Therefore, in the present study, the stability of a
erfect balancing position is determined from its steady state be-
aviors subjected to disturbances. We consider disturbances in
ach coordinate direction of the state space in sequence, one di-
ection at a time. The steady state behavior is obtained by inte-
rating numerically the nonlinear governing equation �Eq. �8�� for
long time until the transient vibration dies away. A perfect bal-

ncing position is stable if the steady state solutions under all
isturbances approach the initial position; otherwise, it is unstable.

There is another issue regarding the stability of the perfect bal-
ncing positions needed to be addressed. For a two-ball balancer,
ach ball should stay at a specific position when the system is
erfectly balanced. In other words, there is a unique perfect bal-
ncing position. By contrast, for a three-ball balancer, there are
nfinitely many perfect balancing positions. The system is per-
ectly balanced if all the balls stay in the angular range defined by
q. �35� and their positions satisfy Eq. �34�. From the point of
iew of practical application, the exact locations of the balls are
ot important as long as the disk is perfectly balanced. Hence,
hen studying the stability of the perfect balancing positions, we
ivide evenly the possible angular range of the balls, as defined by

q. �35�, into several small intervals. By setting �̃3 to the central

alue of each small interval and determining �̃1 and �̃2 from Eq.
34�, we get a set of equilibrium positions. The stability of each
quilibrium position in the set is examined by the method dis-
ussed in the preceding paragraph. In this way, the stable region of
ach equilibrium position in a parameter plane can be identified.
he stable region of r̃=0 is taken as the union of the stable re-
ions of the set of equilibrium positions examined.

Previous investigations on the ball-type automatic balancer in-
icate that in addition to the imbalance ratio �, the rotational
peed �, damping ratio � of the suspension, and damping ratio �b
etween the balls and the orbit are important parameters influenc-
ng the performance of the automatic balancer. Therefore, we
tudy the stability of the perfect balancing positions in the �-�
lane point by point for different values of � and �b. For a speci-
ed value of �, stable regions for r̃=0 in the �-� plane for various
alues of �b are identified, and the results are compared with those
f a two-ball balancer.

Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the variation of the equilibrium positions with

he rotational speed for �=0.2. As discussed before, for ��1 /3,
erfect balancing can not be achieved. Hence, for �=0.2, all the
quilibrium radii are nonzero. In addition, the equilibrium radii

i2, i=1–4, are negative. Since negative radii are unrealistic, all

he negative equilibrium radii r̃i2 and the associate �̃’s are not
hown in Fig. 3. For simplicity, from now on, we use the equilib-
ium radius to identify the corresponding equilibrium configura-
ion. For example, r̃11 indicates the equilibrium configuration in

hich the three balls stick together at �̃11; r̃21 indicates the equi-

ibrium configuration in which the three balls stick together at �̃21.
n the other hand, r̃31 indicates the equilibrium configuration in

hich one ball is at �̃31+
 and the other two balls are at �̃31; r̃41
ndicates the equilibrium configuration in which one ball is at

41−
 and the other two balls are at �̃41. The meaning of �̃ij is
xplained in the paragraph below Eq. �24�. The circles in Fig. 3
enote the steady state responses obtained from numerical inte-
ration. The results imply that among all the equilibrium posi-

˜
ions, r11 may be the only stable equilibrium position at the spe-
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cific values of parameters. Then we check the stability of r̃11 with
the variations of �, �b, and �. The stability of r̃11 is determined by
the eigenvalues of the corresponding linearized system.

The stable regions of r̃11 in the �-� plane at �=0.2 for different
values of �b are shown in Fig. 4. Each bell-shaped curve indicates
the boundary of the unstable region of r̃11 for the corresponding
value of �b. Specifically, inside the area enclosed by the bell-
shaped curve and the horizontal axis, r̃11 is unstable. For example,
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Fig. 3 Variation of the equilibrium positions with the rotational
speed for �=0.2
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t point A, r̃11 is stable for �b=0.3 but unstable for �b=0.1. The
esults indicate that the unstable region for r̃11 decreases with
ncreasing �b.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the equilibrium positions with
he rotational speed for �=0.4; different lines indicate different

quilibrium configurations. For the meanings of r̃ij and �̃ij, refer
o the first paragraph of this section. The circles and triangles
enote steady state results obtained by numerical integration from
ifferent initial conditions. The results of numerical integration
ndicate that all equilibrium positions, except r̃11 and r̃=0, are
nstable. Furthermore, r̃11 is stable when the rotational speed is
ess than about 0.9, while r̃=0 is stable when the rotational speed
s higher than about 1.42. As can be seen from the bottom of Fig.
, when r̃=0, the steady-state positions of the balls depend on the
nitial conditions. To clearly illustrate the dependence of the
teady-state positions on the initial conditions, the responses of
he system starting from two different sets of initial conditions are
lotted in Fig. 6. The two sets of initial conditions are �1� x=y

0, �1=0.01
, �2=0.02
, �3=0.03
, and ẋ= ẏ= �̇i=0 and �2�
=y=0, �1=0.30
, �2=0.32
, �3=0.34
, and ẋ= ẏ= �̇i=0. The
esults indicate that in the steady state, the system is perfectly
alanced but the balls occupy two different sets of positions. Then
e proceed to compare the stable regions of r̃=0 for a three-ball
alancer to those for a two-ball balancer. To make the comparison
f stable regions meaningful, the total imbalance ratio �the ratio of
he imbalance of all the balls to that of the disk� should be the
ame. Recall that � indicates the ratio of the imbalance of a single
all to that of the disk. The total imbalance ratio �total can be
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�total = 2�two = 3�three

where �two and �three are the imbalance ratios of a single ball for
the two-ball and three-ball balancers, respectively.

Figure 7 compares the stable regions of r̃=0 for the three-ball
and two-ball balancers in the �-� plane at �total=1.2. The solid
and dashed lines indicate the boundaries of the stable regions for
the three-ball and two-ball balancers, respectively. Inside the area
to the right and below the solid/dashed line, r̃=0 is stable for the
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Fig. 6 Responses starting from two different sets of initial
conditions for �=0.4 and Ω=2
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ssociated value of �b. For example, when �b=0.1, r̃=0 is un-
table at point A for both the two-ball and three-ball balancers. On
he other hand, at point B, r̃=0 is stable for the three-ball balancer
ut unstable for the two-ball balancer. Time responses for the
wo-ball and three-ball balancers associated with point B for �b
0.1 are shown in Fig. 8. The results verify that r̃=0 is unstable

or the two-ball balancer but stable for the three-ball balancer.
igure 9 compares the stable regions of the three-ball and two-ball
alancers in the �-� plane for �total=2.4. Figures 7 and 9 show
hat the three-ball balancer has larger stable regions than the two-
all balancer under the conditions examined. This, in turn, implies
hat the robustness of an ABS can be enhanced by employing

ore balls if the other parameters are fixed.

Conclusion
Ball-type automatic balancers are employed widely by the op-

ical disk drive industry to suppress the vibrations induced by the
ccentricity of the optical disk. Proper conditions under which the
mbalance vibrations can be suppressed perfectly are closely re-
ated to the stability of the perfect balancing positions. Although

uch work has been done on the analysis of the stability of ball-
ype automatic balancers, the effects of the number of balls on the
erformance of the balancer have not been clearly examined. This
aper investigates the stability of the perfect balancing positions
f a three-ball automatic balancer. Closed-form formulas for the
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equilibrium positions are derived, and the conditions for perfect
balancing are examined. The results show that, to achieve perfect
balancing, the imbalance ratio of a single ball should be no less
than one-third. Moreover, the balls should all stay in an angular
range relative to the mass center of the disk. The stability of the
perfect balancing positions is studied numerically and the stable
regions in a parameter plane are identified. The results indicate
that the three-ball balancer has larger stable regions compared
with the two-ball balancer in the parameter space examined.
Therefore increasing the number of balls may enhance the robust-
ness of the ball-type automatic balancer.
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